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This summer featured
some cool projects for Fugal Productions. One of our
favorites was location audio mixing for Bill Kerig
and his new documentary
called Ready to Fly.
Ready To Fly is a true
story of a hero who triumphs over massive obstacles to not only
achieve her dream, but to
change the world for other
women in the process. We
follow World Champion
ski jumper Lindsey Van
and her ad hoc women's ski
jumping family through
their 12-year fight to
achieve gender equality in
the Winter Olympic
Games.

theater feeling empowered.
It's a stand-up-and-cheer
movie.”
Ready to Fly will premiere
in early February 2012 in
Salt Lake City, Utah. Learn
more, sign up for updates,
and watch the trailer at
www.readytoflyfilm.com.
Ready to FLY poster

Bill describes his new
documentary film as: “A
character-driven, veritéstyle documentary of pluck
and determination, Ready
To Fly will make you
laugh, cry, and leave the

Bill Kerig filming on location
in Germany

Mike on the Mic
This November marks Mike Fugal’s
accreditation by SaVoa, the Society of
Accredited Voice Over Artists. SaVoa’s
mission is to establish and maintain an
accreditation program for voice over artists. To become a member, Mike had to
pass a Vocal test which focused on Performance and technique, as well as a technical test focusing on recording quality.
The successful completion of this peer
review means that Mike has met or exceeded established broadcast
standards. “Becoming a member is a real milestone in my VO
work.” said Mike. “I’m honored to be a part of the SaVoa organization which holds its members to such high standards of quality and

performance.”
Accreditation by SaVoa is recognition
of the ability of a member to provide
vocally and technically proficient,
broadcast-quality voice over services
and to conduct business in such a way
that it enhances the profession as a
whole. More about SaVoa can be
found at www.SaVoa.org.
Mike is represented by the McCarty
talent agency and his voice demos can
be heard at
www.fugalproductions.com.

Mike’s celebratory sushi
after passing SaVoa Testing
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Shadowfoils Design Contest
Shannon worked on a
promo video for the new iOS
game, Infinity Blade II.
Shannon said, “I enjoyed
the chance to work with Eli
Sasich and Tim Isaacs at
MetCom Studios. The shoot
was fascinating and the
game looks amazing!”

“Hanging with the Doctor

Who cast created some of
my favorite moments. They

As Shadowfoils approaches
it’s third year of sales, we are
constantly working to upgrade
production and provide useful
innovation to our customers. Last
quarter, we implemented our new
production method which saves
hours in our manufacturing process.
We are currently assessing the
value of incorporating different
background patterns in our kits.
We would like to accommodate
those who feel that there are certain designs which could be useful to production professionals
who require quick background
lighting for their projects.
As an incentive, we’ve de-

cided to offer the LAST remaining Star Wars themed
Shadowfoils kit from our competition in 2010 to whomever
provides the pattern idea that
we choose to add to our current

Our final Star Wars themed
Shadowfoils Basic Kit

selection.
Please submit design ideas
to mike@fugalproductions.com
for entry.
Shadowfoils are available
through www.shadowfoils.com
as well as several distributors in
California such as FilmTools
and CinemaGadgets.

On Location: Doctor Who in America

Isn't that the guy with the
with Mark Sheppard who makes the show. Karen running full
appearances in season six. It
speed down a dirt road with a
long scarf on PBS?
houseboat, shared some
was
especially
fun
to
see
how
helicopter bearing down on her.
That's what we thought when
experiences, and Walt and I
astounded the cast were at the
An astronaut in full Apollo
Fugal Productions got the call
space gear rising out of Lake
were even able to nerd out
from ImageWorks to go to
Powell. A burning canoe floatwith Mark Sheppard about
southern Utah and work on
ing softly on the lake as Arthur
Battlestar Galactica.” Doctor Who in America. Mike
sloshes solemnly back to shore.
was fortunate enough to be on
Mike Fugal
These images hold so much
set during the week of filming
more meaning as I experience
for the recent revamp of the
more of the series."
Doctor Who
Mike’s favorite moment was
saga.
standing
three feet away from
The long
Mike and Walt Winters working on
Mark
Sheppard
as he laid out
running SciFi
set with the Doctor Who cast
bodybags, pulled out his reseries featured
volver, and shot the cast in front
locations in
size of things out west. The
of his eyes.
Monument
show typically films in Cardiff,
Valley, Glen
After the experience with the
Wales and hasn't had the chance
Canyon Dam
Doctor
Who cast, Mike and
to use the huge and open areas
and Lake
Shannon are now both avid
we have available to us in the
Whovians. "We originally
Powell.
American West.
watched just so we’d know who
Matt Smith,
Mike commented on his exMike Fugal, Mark Sheppard,
we’d need to watch for on locaKaren Gillian, Arthur
perience working on an episodic tion but by the time we hit the
& Walt Winters on location.
Darvill and Alex King- like this. "The behind the scenes
third episode, we both knew we
ston were all fantastic to work
stuff that we covered had some were hooked. It was a great
with and Mike, fanboy that he
fantastic elements but they
is, even had a chance to discuss really took on meaning after we shoot and a great show!"
Firefly and Battlestar Galactica got home and started watching
had lunch with us on our

FP Client Spotlight: Isaacs Design
& Associates
This issue’s spotlight features Fugal Productions longtime associate, Tim Isaacs,
founder of Isaacs Design.
Isaacs Design offers over
thirty years of lighting experience in TV, commercial,
industrial and instructional
videos. If you need lighting
design for a multi-camera

shoot or a gaffer for a product
display, portrait lighting and
more, you can be sure to have it
done right the first time.

There was also a much greater
presence of live TV broadcasts in
the 80’s and 90’s such as Tennis,
Skiing and Bowling tournaments.
From talent shows to telethons,
KSL was a pioneering force for
these types of TV Programming. It
was a great intro to being a lighting designer.

Tim Isaacs designing a lighting plan
for the CMN Telethon

IDA lighting at KUTV Studios
FP: How did you begin in lighting design?
IDA: I began working in lighting
at KSL-TV, SLC in the early 80’s.
First on documentaries and then
“Primetime Access” which was
Tim Isaacs, Founder of Isaacs the forerunner to the in-depth
news magazine shows of today.
Design & Associates

IDA lighting for the Days of ‘47 Parade

FP:What are your strengths?
IDA: I think my greatest strength
is in portrait lighting. Whether it’s
an interview setting or a single
talent, making a face look attrac-

tive is a specialty. Nothing is more
rewarding than making the director
and the actor feel good about the
way their image is presented. I
believe that concentrating on the
modeling is important to making
the scene believable and justified.
Tim Isaacs
isaacsdesign@hotmail.com
www.isaacslightingdesign.com
801-554-6058

In our next issue: A preview of Shannon’s current Producing/Directing project, currently in post production!
Also, Shannon and Mike’s updates from the Sundance Film Festival.
Fugal Productions
Fugal Productions provides video and film production support services to clients in Utah and beyond.

6905 South 1300 East
Suite #274
Midvale, UT 84047
801-688-0669
801-674-9413
Email: mike@fugalproductions.com
shannon@fugalproductions.com

Serving such roles as location audio, voice overs, set
lighting, location scout and more, we have the experience to help you make your project a success.
Since 2002, Fugal Productions has served such clients as National Geographic, Disney, Working Title Productions, DNA Films, ESPN, E! Channel and many
more.

Mike Fugal Voice Demos
Commercial

Character

Narration

Proud member of VAU

Find us online at
fugalproductions.com
www.shadowfoils.com

www.voiceartistsunited.com

